USD 1,055,555

GGOMOOSIN CO LTD

Export Amount(2017) USD 366,247
Export country

USA, Japan, China, Vietnam,
Thailand, Denmark, Argentina

GGOMOOSIN & KOMUELLO

Distribution network
Performance

Duty Free Shop,
LOTTE department store,
Shinsegae department,
baby shop
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Baby rubber socks shoes, Model name:

Baby rubber socks shoes, Model name:

Yellow Chicks

Star America
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Quality

Distinction

Rating Region

living

Available sizes & recommended age
(By EU Standard)
20 for Newborn to 6 months
21.5 for 7~12 months
22.5 for 13~20 months
24 for 21~28 months
25 for 29~36 months
Available sizes & recommended age
(By US Standard)
4.5 for Newborn to 6 months
5.5 for 7~12 months
6.5 for 13~20 months
7.5 for 21~28 months
8.5 for 29~36 months
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FOB Price

USD 8.50

M.O.Q.

500 pairs

Target Customer

Mothers in age 30-40

Target Countries

Japan, Europe , Australia,
Canada, Mexico, South America

FOB Price

USD 10.90

Baby rubber socks shoes, Model name:

M.O.Q.

500 pairs

Target Customer

Mothers in age 30-40

Strawberry

Target Countries

Japan, Europe , Australia,
Canada, Mexico, South America

“GGOMOOSIN CO,.LTD is manufacturer of baby
rubber socks shoes from South Korea.
This shoes is very unique kind of shoes, socks
and shoes are in one.
It is generally called rubber socks shoes or
slipper socks. Our company has developed
this shoes by focusing on baby market. Socks
adhere by liquid rubber hardening during
injecting process without using any bond or
glue.
Briefly, our baby shoes is most chemical free
shoes.
Shoes surface made of socks (Cotton 80%,
Spandex16%, Lycra 2%, Nylon2%) and
shoes sole is made with TPE (Thermo Plastic
Elastomer) rubber, non toxic certified, same
material used for baby pacifier.
We always think and put an effort to be the
best baby rubber socks shoes manufacturer
in the world. GGOMOOSIN is loved by moms
around the world for its safety ,convenience and
fashionable designs.

baby goods

This shoes is very unique kind of shoes,
socks and shoes are in one.
It is generally called rubber socks shoes or
slipper socks. Our company has developed
this shoes by focusing on baby market.
Socks adhere by liquid rubber hardening
during injecting process without using any
bond or glue.
Briefly, our baby shoes is most chemical free
shoes.
Shoes surface made of socks(Cotton 80%,
Spandex16%, Lycra 2%, Nylon2%) and
shoes sole is made with TPE(Thermo Plastic
Elastomer) rubber, non toxic certified, same
material used for baby pacifier.
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fashion

living
baby goods
fashion
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Beauty

www.ggomoosin.com

Annual Sales(2017)

food

Homepage

food

Beauty

Manufacturing / OEM & ODM / Trade

#baby shoes #Safe TPE that is same with
teethers #Good wear #Convenience

316

FOB Price

USD 9.50

M.O.Q.

500 pairs

Target Customer

Mothers in age 30-40

+82-2-6959-8782

Target Countries

Japan, Europe , Australia,
Canada, Mexico, South America

ggomoosin_s2@nate.com

Contact Point
Han Byeonghun
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